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It is a SPOOKTACULAR TIME OF THE YEAR

Don't Miss Our Fall Festival This Saturday
October 15th in Aliso Viejo!

In This Issue

Ahhh....October...When most of the country is
breaking out the warmer clothing, sipping on cider
and settling in for the upcoming winter season, we in
Southern California are enjoying the warm, sunny
days. Take advantage of these beautiful days and
all you Ghosts, Goblins and Ghoul-dens come and
join us next Saturday October 15th at our Ghoul-Den
(and Friends) Fall Festival from 11a.m. to 4 p.m. you
and your pet will have a blast in Aliso Viejo (see the
flyer above for details). Don't forget to dress up your
favorite 4-legged friend (and yourself if you wish) for
our costume contest. Costume or not...come out to
have some fun and support SCGRR.

Permanent Fosters
Volunteer of the month

We are lucky to have fourteen very special families that care for our precious Golden
Retrievers who for health reasons are not adoptable. The families love and care for
the fur babies without the worry of vet expenses. One hundred percent of the vet care
is paid for by your generous donations and our continuous fundraising. They are truly
heroes and vital to saving those that need ongoing care. Some are seniors with
arthritis, some have severe hip problems that cannot be helped with surgery and
some are terminal.
Paws up to Jenni Morita, Nan Sinclair, Barbara Scheid, Dee Westlund, Dee
Rios(sadly recently lost Sadie), Laurie Hoffman, Arlene Montgomery, Chris and Jean
Wagner, Tara Morgan and Nancy Kollisch. Also, thank you to our permanent foster
coordinator Barrie Magidoff.
Debbie Rothschild, Kathy Brill, Julie Flood and Kiersten Kanaster have opened
themselves and their homes to care for terminal dogs. They will love Princess
Beloved Pearl, Branson, Rosko, Blessing, and Gretel until it is time for them to cross
the Rainbow Bridge and remember them always. These dogs were abandoned at
the shelters because they were sick. The special fosters have opened their home and
heart and will hold and kiss the precious cargo and shed the tears and kiss their
faces..long after their last breath.

Enjoy meeting some of the dogs that are part of the permanent foster program below.
Bailey (Nika-far right)

The Hoffman family fosters for SCGRR
and they have Bailey as a permanent
foster. Bailey is a 4-5 year old golden
that is showing signs of kidney disease.
The Hoffman family showers her with
love and she gets along with all the
dogs and their cat!

Duffy

Meet Duffy with his permanent foster
Diana (Dee) and his permanent buddy
Rio. Duffy has severe dysplasia and
has had a broken pelvis but he has
been named the BEST snuggler ever!
He loves toys and other dogs and is
learning to play although his legs don't
always cooperate.

Kirby

Kirby is a wonderful 13 year old
permanent foster that is in the loving
care of Nan Sinclair from Glendale.
Kirby came into rescue after his owners
dumped him. He has breathing difficulty
but does well with the love and support
from Nan.

Wasson

Wasson with his permanent foster family
The Pressman's. Wasson has some
lung issues that he works hard to
overcome. He is one of our Kang
rescues who is absolutely adored by his
new family!

Danny Boy

Anyone that meets Danny Boy falls in
love with this sweet boy. Arlene
Montgomery his permanent foster is no
exception. After 2 hip surgeries, Danny
Boy is back to his twice weekly water
therapy (compliments of Natalie at
Total Dog). Arlene gives him love,
encouragement and plenty of hugs.

Shadow

Shadow is a beautiful 12 1/2 year old
golden who has "doggie dementia" and
is on medication. He loves walks,
swimming, playing with Bronson and
barking at the neighbor dog!

CLICK HERE TO HELP OUR PERMANENT FOSTERS!
Branson

Blessing

Princess Pearl

This 7 year old handsome boy was
rescued from an abusive situation and
ready for a wonderful new life, only to
be handed a death sentence.
Aggressive Multicentric Lymphoma. His
temporary foster home turned into his
permanent foster care situation where
he will live out being loved by foster
mom, dad and fur brother.
The prognosis is not good, but his
attitude is. Branson will not want for
anything and will not be in pain. And
when that time comes, he will be
surrounded by those that love him.

We named her Blessing - because.. she
is!
She was found wandering in the
dessert, dehydrated, covered in tumors
and literally no hair on her body. Yet
somehow the shelter knew, from her
smile and the wag of her naked tail,
this was a Golden Retriever. We
rushed to our vet where it was
discovered she had a rare disease that
caused the hair loss. But she was very
old, very sick and would not be with us
for too long. This blessed soul is
gracing us for her short time in the
Martin's home where she still is
wagging her tail, getting her tummy
rubs, and never forgetting her cookie!
A decision will be needed to be made
soon, but not today.

Princess Beloved Pearl aged 10, was
unceremoniously dumped at the shelter
by her "family" when she could no longer
produce puppies so in effect - could no
longer pay her own room and board.
That was July 9, 2011.
Not only was she covered in open
oozing tumors and fleas, but once they
started shaving her, bugs (not fleas or
ticks, but BUGS) were found crawling in
her coat.
We also discovered another eight
tumors. A bulbous tumor under her
neck turned out to be a foxtail that had
been left unattended for so long, that it
had infected and turned on itself and
grew and grew...
Princess's Lymphoma has most likely
traveled to her brain as she is falling
more and more each day. But still
manages to wag in happiness and give
her gentle kisses.
Princess has been in the loving home
and heart of Debbie Rothchild who
believes that they were brought together
for a reason.
Princess's time with us is drawing to an
end, but she has been loved and cared
for these last three month and treated
like the royal angel she is.

Meet Barry Jacobs-Our Volunteer of the Month

Barry has continuously had Labs and Golden Retrievers for over 45 years! He currently has

two Goldens (Buddy and Beau). He first adopted a Golden in 1995 and hasn't stopped! He
has had 5 goldens and all of them have lived between 14- 16 years except one. Shana
(pictured above with Buddy and Barry) passed away last year. She was only 3 years old but
passed too soon from lymphoma. Barry's dogs are an integral part of his life. They travel to
places like the Grand Canyon, San Francisco, Carmel, Mammoth Lakes (picture above is of
Lake George in Mammoth). Barry and his best friends hike and socialize each week and that
is how he came to find out about SCGRR. After meeting another volunteer (Kathy Brill) at an
unofficial dog park, Barry decided to join SCGRR! He helps with home interviews, intakes,
transports and helping with the Taiwan dogs. Barry works at Northrop Grumman and is a
second generation Los Angeleno!

4 Paws Training Corner
BARKING : TREAT THE CAUSE, NOT THE NOISE!
Many people contact me about barking and they want a fast, easy fix. But fast is not
always the best choice---it is better to find out why your dog is barking first. After all,
they are trying to tell you something! Stop and listen, and then decide how to teach
your dog that being quiet is a better choice. Avoid quick and painful solutions if at all
possible, because your dog may then redirect their need to communicate to another even more
destructive behavior.
Kinds of barking. Barking generally falls into five categories. To cut down on any kind of barking, give
your dog plenty of exercise and arrange for mental stimulation when he is left alone. Feed him using
puzzle toys or stuffed Kongs.
Boredom barking happens when a dog is left alone and doesn't get enough exercise or mental
stimulation. Dogs are like kids, if you don't give them something fun to do, then entertain
themselves. Often in ways we don't appreciate. Step up the doggie workout outs and get out the
puzzles.
Separation anxiety barking is characterized by constant home-alone barking usually coupled with
other behaviors such as house soiling, visible anxiety upon departure and arrival and destruction
around doors and windows. In this case, barking is a symptom of the underlying anxiety, which is
what needs to be addressed. Call us right away if you think your dog suffers from separation
anxiety.
Watchdog barking is triggered by sights and sounds such as passerbys, slamming car doors, or a
cat on the lawn. Watchdog barkers were sentries in a previous life. Teach your dog to respond to
noises by getting a toy or barking once, then coming to find you. Keep blinds closed and don't put
your dog's bed or his confinement area anywhere near a window or bay door. Play music to
drown out noises. Sometimes crating your dog lets him know he is "off" duty.
Barrier frustration barking often comes with posturing such as snarling or baring of teeth. The
three most common occurrences are: Dogs left in the backyard too long, dogs in cars, or dogs on
leash that would be perfectly comfortable with whatever they are barking at (most often other
dogs) if they were off leash. With very social dogs, the more time spent playing with other dogs
and less time spent behind a barrier will greatly improve the problem. Not so social dogs first
need to learn to enjoy other dogs. In the meantime, avoid unsupervised time in the yard or car. In
either case, always give your dog a treat when he sees another dog but can't say hi.
Demand barking occurs in dogs that have learned that barking gets them what they want. Balls
thrown, doors opened, dinner...attention. To curb demand barking, immediately stop rewarding
the barking, ignore your dog or walk away when he barks. Pick times when he is quiet, tell him

"nice quiet" and pet or treat him. If your dog barks when you work at the computer or talk on the
phone, preempt his behavior. Settle him in his crate or on his bed with a toy or stuffed Kong before
you sit down to work.
Betsy Calkins, BS, CPDT-KA
www.educateddogcenter.com
calkinsbetsy@yahoo.com
310-872-8164

Don't forget about our Annual Ebay Auction! The
Auction Starts on November 25th! Mark your
calendars!
CLICK HERE TO DONATE TO THE SCGRR EBAY
AUCTION
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